Ulistic DEEP DIVE Service
Have you heard of Gordon Ramsey’s “Hotel Hell” or “Kitchen Nightmares?” Gordon Ramsey, world
renowned Michelin star Chef, who currently holds 12 Michelin stars, works with hotel and restaurant
owners and their staff members to work out kinks in the businesses’ overall performance. Ulistic is now
offering this type of service to managed services providers.
The heart of any business is the people working for the company. The most valuable assets are your
clients and your employees. Ulistic will focus on the following core areas to improve processes, operation
efficiency and overall execution:
We will focus on marketing, sales, service delivery, accounting and company operations over the course
of our one-month engagement.
When was the last time you conducted a DEEP DIVE analysis on your MSP business?
Do you fully understand everything that could affect your business? Inside and out?
Are you happy with everything that is happening with your business?
Ulistic focuses on helping IT organizations succeed. That is our mission and our purpose. We are here to
help you! Nothing more, nothing less.
When you engage in the Ulistic DEEP DIVE program, you will walk away with a firm understanding off all
your strengths and weaknesses. You will have a clear picture of the opportunities in the marketplace and
what threats may be coming your way.
The Ulistic DEEP DIVE process is a one-month
engagement. It first starts with our onboarding call.
During this 60-minute call, all owners will meet with
Ulistic and discuss the history of your MSP, current
successes and challenges and the company vision
for the future. There will be homework that must be
completed.
The next step consists of the onsite visit. During this
time, we will pull back all the layers of your
organization and review everything happening in
your business.
All staff and Ulistic will meet and get a temperature reading of the organization. Ulistic will meet one-onone with all stakeholders and key staff. We will also have an all-staff meeting without the owners to get
your employees’ feel for how the organization runs.
Upon completion of our one-day onsite meeting, Ulistic will help prepare a battle plan to help guide your
managed services business into the future.

We believe in execution. Ulistic will not simply give you a plan and say, “There you go”. Over the course
of the remaining time in the month, Ulistic will hold four consulting calls with all members of the team to
ensure execution occurs.
Are you interested in going through a DEEP DIVE process with Ulistic?
Fees are $1,000 for the entire monthly DEEP DIVE. Travel costs are additional.

Call Stuart Crawford at 416.840.9106 to book your DEEP DIVE engagement with Ulistic.
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